
How is privacy of communications between a defendant and counsel ensured 

when counsel attends the video conference in the courtroom?

(Other responses)

A private room off the courtroom is provide with a direct line to the defendant at the correctional facility

cannot "ensure"

combination depending on location:  private direct phone or courtroom is cleared

counsel can phone from another room or use private chat feature during the hearing in courtroom

Counsel is always at the defedant's side

counsel is always with juvenile at detention facility

Counsel picks up the phone and talks to the defendant

defense counsel is always in correctional facility

depends on the court

Don't know

handled by each judge

has not been used, it is brand new

microphone mute controlled by attorney

Microphones can be muted

N/A (12)

none

Not sure

not used for this type of communication

Not used in this way.

privacy phone used.  Private booths for attorney/defendant conferences.

Privacy phone with muted Public Adress system

see above answer

telephone

the case is cont. to allowed the attorney to go and see def.

The jUdge has a mute button which shuts down audio in the courtroom.  The attorney walks to a conference room where he/she can 

call the phone in the arraignment room to talk to their client

The videoconferencing display is switched to the interview room.

There are separate private visitation booth for attorney/client discussions

There is a private telephone available for use.
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They both walk outside to talk

This is not an option.  Councel is present with the defendant in corrections.  If the system fails, the defendant and councel are are 

transported to courtroom.

unable to answer

Unknown (3)

use is voluntary

Use of Video is by mutual agreement of parties

VC not use in Court

Via a direct line from the courtroom to the facility.

We use the first two options above
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